**In the Nam of the father** (4/24/1995)

**Credits:** director, none; writers, Michael Markowitz, Bill Canterbury, Gene Laufenberg.

**Cast:** (voices) Jason Alexander, Nancy Travis, Gregg Berger.

**Summary:** A satirical look at Vietnam war movies. An orphan Amerasian pig named Ng shows up at Duckman’s office, claiming that Cornfed is his father. Cornfed recalls a girl named Mai Lin from his tour in Vietnam who might be Ng’s mother and proceeds to go to Vietnam with Duckman’s family in tow to find Mai Lin. Duckman begins to experience flashbacks to the war, based not upon any service there, but on the hundreds of Vietnam war movies he has watched. There are references to *Apocalypse now*, *The Deer hunter*, and Rambo films, among others. Ultimately, Ng turns out to be an imposter and Duckman’s flashbacks are found to be based on a bad experience when he was a film projectionist in the National Guard.
